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Abstract. Although stream interfaces are steady-state, corotating boundaries between slow and fass solar wind, 
their signatures are sometimes associated with transient features. H e n  we illustrate two modes of association: 
interfacer trailing interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) at 1 AU and interfaces within ICMEs in the range 
4-5 AU. The former are readily understood as boundaries between transient slow wind and steady-state fast wind, 
when the ICMEs add variability to the interface signatures. The latter are pualmg and may be related to evolution 
of interfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

On a global d e ,  stream inmfaces have been well- 
Qarmentedas steady-state, Corotating boundaries be 
tween slow solar wind flow from the vicinity of the hel- 
met streamer belt that encircles the Sun and fast flow 
from coronal holes (I .2). interfaces are central feaMes 
of the ccmtam ’ g interaction regions (CIRs) on the lead- 
ing edges of high-speed streams and were first identified 
by a rise in proton tempexatu~e and c&op in density, R- 
sulting in a rise in entropy. Later findings showing 
composition changes at interfaces confirm the idea that 
they are markers of the solar boundary between slow and 
fast flow (3,4; also, see 2). The composition changes 
occu~on both the leading and ttailing edges of high- 
speed streams Recently, comparable entropy drops on 
the trailing edges have also been documented (5). 

In what may seem like a contradiction to this steady- 
state view, obsenrations show that some stream inter- 
facesignaturesareassociated with transient structures. 
Here we present observations of interfaces associated 
with interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMES), 
some in the form of magnetic clouds (6) and others 
identified by countemreaming electrons (7). ’Ihe 
observations fall into two groups: interfaces 1) trailing 
and 2) within CMEs. Those in group 1 are consistent 
with the steady-state pattern descn’bed above, while 
those in group 2 require additional explanation. 

INTERFACES TRAILING 
MAGNETIC CLOUDS 

Stream interfaces trailing magnetic clouds have been 
particularly noticeable at 1 AU in Wind daci near solar 
minimum. Documented examples include multiple 
interfaces trailing the October 1995 cloud (8) and an 
interface preceded by extmrdhady high density plasma 
from an erupting filament trailing the January 1997 
cloud (9). 

Figure 1 shows another case from Wind data of a 
stream interface mailing a cloud, in May 1996. ?he 
cloud interval, shaded in the figure, is dmaemed * by 
the large-scale rotation in magnetic field latitude angle 
OB (mp panel), strong magnetic field magnitude B (third 
panel), and low proton thermal speed (bottom panel). 
C o u n m i n g  electrons, signaling closed magn& 
fields of IC-, roughly coincided with the first 8096 
of the cloud interval, through the end of May 29. 

The stippled interval in Figure. 1 at the end of the 
cloud highlights the location of the sbeam interface 
(SI). In this case, the SI is not a sharp boundary (cf. 2), 
and its characteristic signatures are not completely coin- 
cident. The density drop and thermal-speed rise (bottom 
panel) are imegular and extend a half day beyond the 
stippled interval to the end of the rising speed gradient. 
The flow deflection from west to east (fsth panel) b e  
gins within the cloud, at the start of the speed rise, ad 



rope modeling of the cloud and comparison with the 
corresponding saurce surface map of coronal fzlds sug- 
gest that the slow flow in Figure 1 (only slightly slow- 
er than the not-so-fast flow following it) was associated 
in its entirety with an intrusion of the magnetic claud 
from the north, inserting its away polarity into a toward 
sector. ?his view undesms  the variability that can 
result from the intaplay between transient and coma- 
ting structures. 
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INTERFACES WITHIN ICMES 

whereas stream imafims trailing ICMES fit natural- 
ly into the global CIR pattern, interfaces withii ICMEs 
do not. Yet intetface signatms have been observed 
within ICMEs identitied by countersbeaming electrons 
near 4-5 AU. Specifically, in a survey of the First eight 
recurrent CIRs encountered by Ulysses in 1992-1993, 
four contained interfaces withii ICMEs. These cases 
are known as CIRs 3.4.5, and 6, on the W g  e@= 
of the correspondingly numbered high-speed streams 
t 11). 

Figure2showsdatafromCIR6. Theoutervertical 
lines mark the shocks bounding the CIR. The $&d 
regions betwm them identify two closely-spaced coun- 

S W d t  showing a intafsce (sr) on the tentreaming e lEm events, the of which e 
tains the interface, miuked by a thick line. The interface 
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FIGURE 1. Time variations of magnetic latitude e,, lon- 
gitude QB. and magnit& B. speed V, east-west flow angle 
&.* PO- thermal speed V,, and n measured by the 

trailing edge of a magnetic cloud. 

ends with the stippled interval. Within the stippled in- 
tervalisamdensitypeakmarkedby asharpchange 
in magnetic longitude $B (second panel) and a small dip 
in B. It is one of the highdensity events analyted by 
Shodhan et al. (10) and attributed to a transient pressure 
balancestructurecaughtupintheCIR. Ittideson the 
crest of a gradualdensityrise that builds h m  the low 
density at the cloud's leading edge. At the cloud's trail- 
ing edge, the chamcmistic steplilre rise in thermal sped 
occurzed twice, fmt at the end of May 29, coincident 
with the end of countefstrearmn ' g electrons (suggesting 
an alternative cloud boundary), and then at the end of the 
cloud, forming part of the SI signatwe. Variations of 
this mix of cloud and SI signawes are apparent in other 
cases of SIs trailing clouds (8.9). 

On a global scale, a stream intexke trailing a cloud 
is consistent with the steady-state view of CIRs if one 
reptaces steady slow flow with transient slow flow. 
Since most CMEs arise from the helmet sueamer belt, 
they are rooted in the source of the slow solar wind. It 
is thus not surprising to encounter an ICME as slow 
f l o w c o m t a t e s j m t a ~  Thedeviationofthe 
interface signatures from the i&al case can then be at- 
oibuted to the presence of the ICME. 

III the case of Figure 1, the global geometry appears 
to differ somewhat from encountex with an ICME in a 
band of slow flow wroratingpasta spacecraft, since one' 
expects the slow flow to be sandwiched between high- 
speed streams of opposite polarity. Reliminary flux 

was identified by a dmp in density and minor rise in 
temperame, resulting in a small rise in entropy (bot- 
tom panel), and by a coincident change in composition 
(3). The dashed line on the trailing boundary of the sec- 
ond counterseeaming event marks a major change in en- 
mpyowinginparttoasharprisein temperature,typi- 
calof ICME boundaries, as discussed in the previous 
section. This entropy change had no aaxmpanying 
composition si-- hence, was not classified 23 
an interface by wimmer-SChweingnIberet al. (3). 
The magnetic field angies in F i i  2 show a change 

in magnetic polarity effecled by a largemale field rota- 
tion,fustanalyzed by L;tnzerotu * etal. (12). Thema- 
tion spans all of the first and half of the second counter- 
seeaming interval. Togethex with the elevated field 
magnitude and aepressed temperature, these signatures 
indicamthat the sector boundary was canid by a mag- 
netic cloud. Similar cases have been documented by 
Cmkeret al. (13). As in the case of the magnetic 
cloud in Figure 1, the fieldrotation endsat the stream 
interface, even though the intertace is imbedded in the 
middleofacounteasPreamrn ' g event which ends with a 

These mixed 
signannes imply an ICME structure more complex than 
asinglefluxrope (13. 14, 15). The point we wish to 
emphasize here, howeva, is that what would otherwise 
be taken for a caotathg signature, that is, the stream 
interface signature, appears to be located inside a 
transient structine. 

sharp temperaMe (aod entropy) rise. 
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FIGURE 2. The variations of speed V, magnetic 
longitude I), latitude 8. and magnitude B, and entropy 
pameter T/n , when T is temperame and n is density, 
measured by Ulysses in 1992 (ClR 6). Thin vertical lines 
mark the forward and reverse CIR shocks, shading marks 
intervals of counterstreaming etectrons, the second of 
which Contains a s t r e m ~  interface marked by a thick line. 
and the dotdash line marks a change m entropy. 

Energetic particle data for the event in Figure 2 also 
reflect a mix of corotating and transient aspects. 
Lanzerotti et al(12), cognizant only of the ICME that 
OcCulTed days later (driving the unmadced shock on day 
313 in Figm 2), pointed out a curious revase in direc- 
tion of 05-1.0 MeV protons at the sectat boundary. 
Here we can associate that flow nversal with the ICME 
in the CIR The flow reversal, coincident with the field 
rotation, appears to end at the mterface. preliminary 
plots of the flux of thw energctic protons (R. G. 
Marsden, private communication, 1998) indicate that 
the interfacealso marks the sharp rise associated with 
particles energhi at the reverse shock. This pattern 
was first identified as a corotating feature by Inmligator 
and Siscoe (16) in Pioneer data and confirmed by 
Intriligator et al. (17) in Ulysses data from other CIRs 
in the recunent series. Thus the particle flux profile fix 
theFigure2caseisthesameasifnoICMEwaepres- 
ent. 

Cmker and Infriligam (18) repnted on a similar 
energetic particle profile associated with an ICME in 
Pioneer 11 data, also near 5 AU. In that case, the 

M 

interface OcCulTed within the field rotation signaling the 
magnetic cloud rather than on its trailing edge. 

The three additional casts of intexfaces within 
ICMEs in Ulysses data, CIRs 3.4, and 5, have v;nia- 
tiom of the pattem shown in Figure 2. In each case. 
thestor boundary wascarried by an ICME, marlced by 
counterstreaming electrons and fieid rotations, but the 
position of the interface, as idenf3k.d by Wimmer- 
Schweingxuber et al. (3). relative to the field rotation 
and counterstreaming boundaries varies from case to 
case. CIR 3 is nearly like CIR 6, CIR 4 has multiple 
interfaces, two of which lie within a second counter- 
streaming interval well beyond the sector boundary, & 
CIR 5hasan interface near the end of a counterstream- 
ing event but in the middle of a complex fEld rotation. 
Both CIR 3 and CIR 5 have seadaty entropy changes 
following the last ccnmmwm 'ng event, as in Figure 
2. The energetic particle signatures relative to the 
ICMEsand interfaces have yet to be analyLed for these 
cases. Overall, the ICMEb lend a high level of variabii- 
ity to these cases, but all have in common interfaces 
imbedded in counterstreamur * gevents. 

Any attempt to explain interfaces within ICMEs 
must be tempered with the possibility that the interfaces 
have been misidenrifkd or that the counters~earmn 
electrons do not signal an ICME. In the case of the 
interfaces, one couM argue that they m not true intet- 
faces because the flow dewon signa- aIe unchar- 
acteristic. For example, in CIR 6, theze is a dektioa 
in the e.xpe!ctedsenseat tht intedwe, but it is a small 
variation superposed upon a larger, more gradual d e k -  
tion; inCIR 3, -is essentiaily no deflection at the 
interfm. In the case of the countersaaming events, 
there is always the possibility that the bwkammiiag 
electrons were generated locally (e.g.. 19). Further, the 
counterstreaming signals at 5 AU are often questiom- 
ble, although for this study they were selected and can- 
finned by two authors. 
On the other hand, since the interfaces within 

ICMEs identified here already differ from corotating 
interfaces in their association with transients, yet have 
many characteristics of corotating intedhxs, it seems 
reasonable to propose that those in ICMEs are related to 
and possl'by evolving into corotating interfaces. 

CONCLUSIONS 
We conclude with two interpretive sketches of 

stream interfaas related to ICMEs. Figure 3a shows a 
wrotating interface trailing an ICME. It mes as a 
boundary between fast flow and transient rather than 

of in- signatures trailing magnetic clouds, as ir? 
Figm 1, which have ocumd repeatedly in Wind data at 
1 AU near solar minimum. 

Figure 3b shows an interface within an ICME ad 

steady-- slow flow. The sketch cc#respOnds to  case^ 

an additional enmpy change between the ICME and the 
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FIGURE 3. Sketches of a) interfaces &ailing ICMEs near 
1 AU and b) interfaces widrin ICMES b e y d  1 AU. 

fast flow. In contrast to Figure 3% the ICME in Figure 
3b should have a more complex stntcturc, a f- the 
figwe lacks. Figwe 3b comqxmb to cases of inter- 
faoes within countemreaming electron events, as in 
Figure 2, which have been found in Ulysses data near 

Whether the difference between interface position in 
Figure2aandFigure 2b is related to distance from the 
Sun or solar cyde phase is an open question. 

In g e n d ,  the results shown here demonstrate that 
saeammterfaces,feaMesnarmally~butedtasteady- 
state, catotating stnlc-, can at times have transient 
aspects In particufar, they can trail OT be found within 
ICMEs. This association most likeIy contributes to the 
well-known variability of intedacc signatures (ea., 2). 
One might argw that the interfaces associated with tran- 
sients m too variable to be classified as such, but their 
similarity to the ideal case suggests a strong relation- 
ship to "true" interfaces and invites further analysis. 

4-5 AU m g  the declining phase of the solar cycle. 
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